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In the District of Alberta was created as part of the Northwest Territories, and named for
Princess Louise Caroline Alberta, fourth daughter of Queen Victoria, and wife of the
Marquess of Lorne who served as Governor General of Canada at the time. ?Native groups ?Pre-Confederation - ?Drive to provincehood - ?Early 20th century.History. The area now
known as Alberta has been inhabited by various Native American (First Nations) groups for at
least 10, years. European explorers first appeared in the s as the fur trade expanded across
western North America. After , settlement in southern Alberta began, based on a ranching
economy.Alberta: Geographical and historical treatment of Alberta, including maps and a
survey of its people, economy, and government.From to the beginning of the First World War
in , Alberta and other parts of the Canadian prairies were the beneficiaries of one of the most
important and dramatic population migrations in modern North American history. Settlers
poured onto the open prairie farmlands and into its bustling towns and cities. ?Land and
Resources - ?Economy - ?Government and Politics - ?Cultural Life.If you want to understand
today, you have to search yesterday. - Pearl Buck. , Westminister School, Lethbridge,
Alberta.The one-hundred-year history of the University of Alberta has been a century of
vision, a vision borne out of the partnership of two ambitious men: Alexander.History.
Settlement Patterns. In , just one year after accepting responsibility for Rupert's Land from the
Hudson Bay Company, the federal.Businesses large and small have always been an integral
part of Alberta's identity and growth. Exploring the evolution of business growth in.To many
people, Alberta represents the true Canadian frontier. It is known for its rugged image, its
"wild west" past and its staunchly independent residents, from.Purchase an Experience
Alberta's History Pass interpretive centres in Alberta for one full year. Find information online
at carene-moto.comYour gateway to the programs and services that the Government of
Alberta provides regarding Alberta's history and heritage. You'll find information on all.The
Provincial Archives of Alberta dates back to , when the Provincial Library was established.
The Library collected, published archival material. There is.Local history books relay the
history of a community through stories about the the pages of selected Alberta local history
books held by the AGS Library. Thus it .Alberta timeline covering an arranged chronological
timetable of key events within a particular historical period - by carene-moto.comTop 10
Books on Alberta History by CalgaryLibraryLocHistory - a staff-created list : Alberta's history
is filled with heroes and villains, weird stuff and harsh.History of Calgary, looking at geology,
the First Nations, early explorers and settlers, the coming of the railroad, the oil boom, and the
tourism boom.WATCH ABOVE: This summer, people will be able to take a self-guided tour
of Alberta, complete with thousands of interesting historical facts.
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